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General Terms
ABSTRACT

Experimentation, Measurement

Emergent location-aware applications often require tracking
trajectories of mobile devices over a long period of time. To
be useful, the tracking has to be energy-eﬃcient to avoid
having a major impact on the battery life of the mobile device. Furthermore, when trajectory information needs to be
sent to a remote server, on-device simpliﬁcation of the trajectories is needed to reduce the amount of data transmission. While there has recently been a lot of work on energyeﬃcient position tracking, the energy-eﬃcient tracking of
trajectories has not been addressed in previous work. In
this paper we propose a novel on-device sensor management
strategy and a set of trajectory updating protocols which
intelligently determine when to sample diﬀerent sensors (accelerometer, compass and GPS) and when data should be
simpliﬁed and sent to a remote server. The system is conﬁgurable with regards to accuracy requirements and provides a
uniﬁed framework for both position and trajectory tracking.
We demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of our approach by emulation experiments on real world data sets collected from
diﬀerent modes of transportation (walking, running, biking
and commuting by car) as well as by validating with a realworld deployment. The results demonstrate that our approach is able to provide considerable savings in the battery
consumption compared to a state-of-the-art position tracking system while at the same time maintaining the accuracy
of the resulting trajectory, i.e., support of speciﬁc accuracy
requirements and diﬀerent types of applications can be ensured.
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1.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.4 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Distributed
Systems
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INTRODUCTION

An important feature of a modern mobile device is its
ability to determine its position. However, often not only
knowledge about its current position is required, but also
the tracking of its trajectory over longer time intervals. Examples of applications that depend on trajectories rather
than just on the current position are sports trackers that
log, e.g., running paths [12], shared ride recommenders [1],
health care applications that visualize daily patterns and
habits of patients [22], and collaborative sensing applications
that, e.g., generate maps [18], monitor the environmental
impact [19], or map cycling experiences [6].
Continuous sensing of the user’s position rapidly consumes
the battery of a mobile device. To overcome this issue, previous research has addressed the energy-eﬃcient sensing of
the current position of a target using diﬀerent sensor management strategies (e.g., a-Loc [16], RAPS [20], Zhuang et
al. [26] and EnTracked [13]). The main intuition behind
these strategies is illustrated on the left side of Figure 1.
The center of the circle depicts the last sensed position.
Energy-eﬃcient sensor management strategies aim to estimate a new position only once the target cannot be ensured
anymore to be within a certain error threshold or distance
EP osition , i.e., within the depicted circle.
Many applications require mobile devices to measure and
communicate not only the current position but also to record
and maintain information about the user’s trajectory, i.e.,
his motion history. When considering this task, termed tra-

ETrajectory
EPosition

Figure 1: Illustrating error thresholds for position
and trajectory tracking, respectively.
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Trajectory Size [Number of Positions]

8000

the data on the phone before sending it. We also propose
a set of novel sensor management strategies that facilitate
achieving further energy savings from position sensing. The
proposed sensor management strategies build on EnTracked [13] and they enable intelligent switching between compass, accelerometer and GPS sensing to both minimize energy consumption and optimize robustness. For example, by
using compass measurements, one of the proposed strategies
realizes energy savings by tracking relative heading changes
to estimate corner positions directly. By only depending on
relative heading changes, the system avoids two drawbacks
of phone-based pedestrian dead reckoning: the need for calibrating the sensor to show the correct absolute heading, and
requiring knowledge of the orientation of the phone with respect to the target movement direction. Furthermore, each
sensor is by default duty cycled to the lowest possible update
rate to save energy.
The work presented in this paper makes the following contributions: (1) we propose sensor management strategies
for compass-based change-of-direction sensing and adaptive
duty cycling strategies for accelerometer and compass sensors; (2) we proﬁle the power consumption of diﬀerent trajectory simpliﬁcation algorithms to design energy-eﬃcient trajectory update protocols; (3) we extend the EnTracked [13]
system with the proposed strategies and protocols so that
the resulting system, denoted EnTrackedT , provides a uniﬁed framework for position and trajectory tracking; and
(4) we provide extensive experimental results for the proposed techniques using a combination of emulations that
are based on real-world datasets as well as a validation conducted using a real-world deployment. The results of the
emulation indicate that the system can switch between the
diﬀerent sensor modalities, apply duty-cycling, handle different transportation modes, e.g., walking, running, biking
or commuting by a car and eﬃciently simplify trajectories.
Furthermore, they provide evidence for that the system can
considerably save energy compared to a state-of-the-art position tracking system and remain robust. The validation
in an initial real-world deployment indicates that the real
system works as eﬃciently as predicted by the emulation
results.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2
we describe the proposed sensor management strategies and
trajectory protocols and explain how we extend the earlier
EnTracked system with these. The results from evaluating
our system by means of emulation are presented in Section 3.
In Section 4 we discuss our implementation and the results
of our real-world deployment. In Section 5, we present relevant related works. Finally, Section 6 concludes with a
summarizing discussion and directions for future work.
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Figure 2: Number of positions sensed by EnTracked
compared to the number of points in the simpliﬁed
trajectory; given for a range of error thresholds and
for three hours of car data.

jectory tracking1 , position tracking systems are limited by
their sole aim to schedule only the sensing of the current
position of a target, be it within some error threshold or
by best eﬀort. For trajectory tracking our goal is instead to
know the trajectory within some accuracy, i.e., within an error ’corridor’ deﬁned by a trajectory threshold ET rajectory .
Intuitively, this implies that as long as the points where the
motion curve bends are accurately sensed, the trajectory will
be within the error corridor.
To emphasize the magnitude of energy savings that might
be possible to achieve in trajectory tracking, Figure 2 uses
three hours of driving data and diﬀerent error thresholds
ET rajectory to demonstrate the diﬀerence between positions
sensed by the EnTracked [13] position tracking system and
a trajectory simpliﬁcation algorithm applied on the same
data. The simpliﬁcation algorithm reduces the number of
position updates while at the same time guaranteeing that
the prescribed error threshold ET rajectory is obeyed. To use
EnTracked to sense positions so that the resulting trajectory obeys the given error threshold ET rajectory , we must
set the position error threshold EP osition equal to the trajectory error threshold. As indicated by the ﬁgure, the simpliﬁed trajectory requires only a ﬁfth or less of the positions
that EnTracked senses to represent the car’s trajectory while
at the same time obeying the given error threshold. For a
coarse threshold of 200 meters, the size of trajectory data is
reduced by 410 positions, whereas for a ﬁner threshold of 10
meters the savings are an impressive 6751. As the example
indicates, even with energy-eﬃcient position tracking systems, such as EnTracked, there is a potential for achieving
signiﬁcant power savings in both sensing and communicating
motion information.
In this paper we present an energy-eﬃcient system for
joint trajectory and position tracking. The presented system combines trajectory simpliﬁcation algorithms with trajectory update protocols that minimize the power spent on
position sensing and data transmission. The proposed protocols save power by avoiding using power on data transmission by spending a smaller amount of power on simplifying

2.

ENERGY-EFFICIENT TRAJECTORY
SENSING AND TRACKING

This section presents the proposed sensor management
strategies in Section 2.1 and the proposed trajectory update protocols in Section 2.2. The proposed system EnTrackedT constitutes a framework for both position and trajectory tracking. Our work builds on the EnTracked system [13], which focused solely on position tracking using
accelerometer based movement detection together with an
energy model to determine when to sample the device’s integrated GPS receiver. The EnTracked system has been

1
Trajectory tracking and related terms and concepts will be
formally deﬁned in Section 2.2.
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EnTrackedT
(Server)

Trajectory-based
Application

later extended with position update protocols which intelligently determine when to send position updates to a remote
server [11].
EnTrackedT aims to support a broad variety of trajectorybased applications as mentioned in the introduction. Some
of these applications will reside on the device where others
will be in the cloud. Both application types are supported
by EnTrackedT as it provides both an on-device API and a
remote service API. When utilizing EnTrackedT , trajectorybased applications prescribe a trajectory error threshold for
tracking targets. While trajectory-based applications could
choose the highest possible accuracy, application providers
will be motivated to minimize their application’s power consumption by providing higher thresholds. Otherwise users
could stop using their applications as they experience that
the application quickly drains the battery of the mobile device. For some applications this kind of thresholds can be
computed directly from the application domain as has been
demonstrated for position tracking in continuous locationbased search by Lin et al. [16].
In the following we give a few examples to illustrate both
the variety of trajectory-based applications and the span
of the error thresholds individual applications may require
or choose. First, examples of applications that proﬁt from a
low error threshold, e.g., 10-25 meters, are sport trackers [12]
that aim to ensure, e.g., that the total length of the trajectory and all its turns are accurately recorded, or health care
applications [22] that need to support detailed supervision
of a person’s schedule and actions. Medium error thresholds, e.g., 50-100 meters, are suitable, e.g., for shared ride
recommenders [1] which require trajectories which are ﬁnegrained enough to recognize if people are commuting along
the same routes through the city, or health care applications
that record and visualize the persons’ overall daily activity
level. Even higher thresholds will be suﬃcient, e.g., for applications which only aim to record a user’s day schedule in
terms of the time-stamped sequence of the places of interests
he visited. EnTrackedT also provides the possibility of utilizing position and trajectory tracking simultaneously, which
is desirable in a number of application scenarios. First, some
applications care for both trajectory and position monitoring, e.g., a sports tracker that shares the current position
of an athlete to a community web page. Secondly, position
tracking can be used to specify when trajectory data should
be pushed from the mobile device to a remote server, e.g.,
the trajectory data should be uploaded once per traveled
kilometer.
When an application requests to use EnTrackedT for both
position and trajectory tracking, the steps illustrated in Figure 3 are carried out. First, the application issues a request
for the tracking of a device with a position and trajectory
distance threshold (1). Next the server propagates the request to the EnTrackedT client (2) which ﬁnds a start position and returns it through the server (3) to the application
(4). The EnTrackedT client then schedules sensor tasks to
measure positions, obeying the prescribed distance thresholds (5). As positions are measured, EnTrackedT consults
the used position update protocol to determine if a new position has to be delivered and if so obtains simpliﬁed trajectory information from the trajectory update protocol and
returns these to the application through the server (6)+(7).

1

Track "D8377"
Position: 1000m
Trajectory: 50m

2

EnTrackedT
(Client="D8377")

Position: 1000m
Trajectory: 50m

3
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Continue until stopped

8

Figure 3: EnTrackedT Communication.

Whenever a request has been received by the EnTrackedT
client as described above, the client handles the request following the steps illustrated in Figure 4. To get an initial
position, a GPS position is requested (1) and provided to
a position update protocol to consider if a position update
should be sent (2). If a position update is scheduled, the
trajectory update protocol decides whether a trajectory update should be piggybacked with the position update (3),
and the update is sent to the server (4). Then, considering
the available sensor management strategies and the current
requirements, the least power consuming sensor task is selected (5). The scheduled sensor tasks to pick from could
involve, e.g., monitoring the compass or accelerometer or to
sleep for a certain period (6). The process is restarted, once
a task determines that a new GPS position is needed (7).

2.1

Sensor Management Strategies

The EnTrackedT system implements a number of strategies for trajectory and position tracking and the client has
on a continuous basis to select the optimal strategy given the
current tracking requirements. It therefore asks the strategies, given the current requirements, how much power they
are estimated to use on average and selects the strategy
with the lowest estimated power consumption. The current
EnTrackedT system can select from the following strategies: (1) a heading-aware strategy that uses the compass
as a turning point sensor; (2) a distance-aware sensor management that dynamically predicts how long the GPS can
sleep between successive position measurements; (3) and a
movement-aware sensor management scheme that uses the
accelerometer to detect stationary periods. For the headingaware and the movement-aware strategies the power estimates depend on the level of duty-cycling and the power
consumption of the compass and the accelerometer, respectively. For the distance-aware strategy, the power estimates
depends on the sleep period and on the power consumption
of the GPS. When estimating the power consumption the
strategies take into account platform-speciﬁc variations in
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Figure 5: Heading deviations will increase the orthogonal distance beyond the threshold and force
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heading changes instead of relying on the absolute heading
or on knowledge about the phone’s orientation. Instead, we
only assume the latter to be constant during tracking. When
this assumption does not hold, the only eﬀect is an increased
heading change which will trigger a premature position update but not cause any additional tracking errors.
Formally, given a trajectory threshold Etrajectory , we calculate the accumulated orthogonal distance Dorth . The orthogonal distance at time tk depends on the estimated speed
sgps and the initial heading θstart , on the subsequent heading measurements [θ1 , θ2 , ..., θk ] taken at times [t1 , t2 , ..., tk ],
and on the average error σ of the compass. We assume the
average error of the compass for a Nokia N97 mobile device
to be 5% which was determined experimentally. The accumulated orthogonal distance Dorth is calculated as follows:

6
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Exceed
Threshold?

False

Figure 4: Flow of control
the power consumption of diﬀerent sensors via power proﬁles introduced as part of our earlier work [13]. For example,
using the internal GPS for obtaining a single position estimate requires on average 11660 millijoules on Nokia N95
devices, whereas the same task can be accomplished using
on average only 1530 millijoules on a Nokia N97 device [11]
—mostly due to a large diﬀerence in the respective GPS
power-oﬀ delays.

2.1.1
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Dorth (tk ) =

k


(ti − ti−1 )sgps sin(θstart − θi )(1 + σ). (1)

i=1

Note that the summation allows to update the error in constant time whenever a new heading measurement θk+1 becomes available. Whenever the orthogonal error Dorth exceeds the error threshold Etrajectory , the heading-aware strategy requests a new GPS position update.
As the standard sample frequency of in-phone compasses
is often high, e.g., 10Hz for the N97 phone, we decrease the
sampling frequency to reduce power consumption. Speciﬁcally, we use the current trajectory error threshold Etrajectory
and the GPS estimated speed sgps to calculate the period Δt
for duty-cycling the compass. As speed changes in general
and precise headings between measurements are unknown,
the target might in the worst case deviate largely from the
assumed speed and heading which causes additional uncertainty about the position of the target. To take this uncertainty into account, we calculate the period Δt when to
sense the next heading using

Heading-Aware Strategy

The heading-aware strategy reduces power consumption
of trajectory tracking by employing the compass as a turn
point sensor. The idea is that no explicit update of a target’s position and trajectory is needed as long as the target is
moving in a straight line with constant speed. To sense when
to request a position update, we compare the prescribed trajectory error threshold with the accumulated distance traveled orthogonal to the initial heading given by the compass.
This concept is illustrated in Figure 5. The initial heading
is depicted as a dotted line (1). When the next heading
is measured, the orthogonal distance is recalculated using
the previous GPS speed reading and the diﬀerence between
the two most recent heading measurements (2). When the
new and previous heading measurements match, the orthogonal distance remains constant (3). Whenever the heading
changes cause the trajectory error threshold to be violated,
a new GPS position is requested (4).
Previous work has considered using the compass as a sensor for mobile-phone based inertial dead reckoning [5]. However, this approach has two major drawbacks as the compass
has to be precisely calibrated to show the correct absolute
heading and as the phone has to be held with a speciﬁc
orientation towards the body so that the system can determine, e.g., if the target is moving backward or forward.
Our approach avoids these drawbacks by monitoring relative

Δt =

(1 − u) · Etrajectory
sgps

(2)

where u models the expected amount of uncertainty. We
use a small value u = 0.01 which was set experimentally.
This value was suitable for tracking with most transportation modes in our experiments. Additional knowledge about
the motion abilities and patterns of the tracked target and
the expected irregularity of its movement can be exploited to
more speciﬁcally adapt the update time Δt based on the current estimated orthogonal distance Dorth (tk ) and measured
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Variance for Acceleration Data

heading θk , see also [3]. Note also, that summing in Equation 1 over signed instead of absolute heading changes, would
allow converse heading changes to cancel each other out,
thereby leading to later update times Δt and thus higher
energy savings —at the expense, though, of a higher probability to overlook the violation of the error threshold as a
result of heading measurement errors.

2.1.2

Distance-Aware Strategy

Moving
10
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1
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Driving

Figure 6: Variance for acceleration data versus
speed for diﬀerent transportation modes.
enabled devices are able to measure and output positions
at a high rate, it is natural to consider communicating only
a smaller subset of the obtained positions. This subset selected should be minimal in size while still reﬂecting the
overall motion information obtained through the newly obtained positioning measurements. Such selections are obtained by simplifying a motion trajectory.

Deﬁnitions.

...
A trajectory a is a continuous, piecewise linear function
that can be deﬁned as follows. Let {a1 , a2 , . . . , an } denote a
sequence of measurements where each ai holds, among other
→
p and the time of the measurement ai .t.
data, a position ai .−
For two successive measurements ai and ai+1 , a spatiotemporal line segment ai ai+1 on the domain [ai .t, ai+1 .t] is deﬁned
as follows:
→
→
(ai+1 .t − t)ai .−
p + (t − ai .t)ai+1 .−
p
ai ai+1 : t →
.
(3)
ai+1 .t − ai .t

Movement-Aware Strategy

Accelerometers can be used to detect movement and to
reduce when GPS measurement are sampled. We have exploited this strategy in our previous work for reducing GPS
sensing during position tracking of pedestrian targets. While
this strategy works well for pedestrians, it can fail when the
user is biking or driving. During these activities the absence of acceleration does not provide suﬃcient indication
of the tracked device being stationary. For example, the
accelerometer variance can be near zero when the user is
traveling along a smooth road with a constant speed. To
address this issue, we propose to use a speed threshold that
prevents using the accelerometer-based strategy whenever
the user is unlikely to be moving by foot.
Figure 6 compares acceleration variance to the traveling
speed for diﬀerent transportation modes. The above mentioned problem is illustrated in the plot, since the acceleration variance for biking and driving may be below the
variance threshold of twenty identiﬁed for pedestrian in our
earlier work [11]. However, the plot also indicates that the
proposed speed guard allows separating the biking and especially driving data from the pedestrian data, and therefore
enables to prevent the usage of the movement-aware strategy
with these transportation modes.
To further save power consumption on the accelerometer,
earlier work by Paek et al. [20] has proposed to apply duty
cycling of accelerometers. Here we propose to consider the
error limit and the maximum speed of the target to calculate
the cycle period between samples as Δt = Etrajectory /smax .

2.2

100

0

Given knowledge of the target’s current speed pattern and
the prescribed error threshold, the distance-aware strategy
predicts the duration Δt the GPS receiver can sleep between
successive updates. To determine the value of Δt, we use an
error model that takes into account both the trajectory and
the position threshold, the uncertainty of the last GPS ﬁx,
and the estimated speed from the last GPS measurement.
To minimize the power consumption and to calculate Δt robustly, one has to take into account the delays resulting from
powering oﬀ features and request delays resulting from powering features on again. In earlier work, we have formalized
the problem as a minimization problem for a set of recursive
functions [13]. This strategy will be typically selected when
the trajectory threshold is high, e.g., above 100 meters, and
the target is traveling with a low speed. In this case it will
be more eﬃcient to let the GPS sleep and not use any other
sensors compared to duty cycling of the compass.

2.1.3

1000

The measurement sequence {a1 , a2 , . . . , an } determines a tra...
jectory a which is deﬁned on the domain [a1 .t, an .t]. For...
mally, a is deﬁned as follows:
...
a : t → ai ai+1 (t) , where ai .t ≤ t ≤ ai+1 .t.
(4)

Trajectory Simpliﬁcation.
Trajectory simpliﬁcation has been proposed as a means
to reduce data size [4] and communication costs from sending motion information from mobile devices [15, 25]. From
an algorithmic point of view, trajectory simpliﬁcation can
be viewed as a special case of line simpliﬁcation, which has
been thoroughly discussed in the computational geometry
community. In the line simpliﬁcation task, the goal is to select a subset of the points of the original polyline, so that the
resulting simpliﬁed polyline does not deviate more from the
original one than prescribed by a numeric error threshold.
This threshold, termed trajectory error threshold in the context of this paper, is deﬁned with regards to a chosen error
metric, which we in this section ﬁx to be the time uniform
distance Eu . The time uniform distance Eu is deﬁned as
the distance of a timestamped point am with respect to a
spatio-temporal line segment ai aj as follows:

Eu (am , ai aj ) = (xm − xc )2 + (ym − yc )2

Trajectory Update Protocols

The task of a trajectory update protocol is to communicate motion information obtained on a mobile device in an
incremental fashion, adding novel motion information when
considered suitable by the protocol. Since most positioning-
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Here ac = (xc , yc , tc ) is the unique point on ai aj with the
same timestamp as am ; see [4]. The trajectory distance
...
...
w.r.t. Eu between a trajectory a and its simpliﬁcation u is
then obtained as the maximum of the Euclidean distances
...
→
p and u (ai .t) over all measured timestamped
between ai .−
...
positions ai of trajectory a .
A (min-number) line simpliﬁcation algorithm is called optimal if it outputs a simpliﬁcation with the minimal number
of points among all simpliﬁcations obeying the prescribed error threshold. The most widely known and used simpliﬁcation algorithm, though not optimal, is the Douglas-Peucker
algorithm, which was designed for cartographic simpliﬁcation. The Douglas-Peucker algorithm follows the divideand-conquer paradigm. It starts out with the single line
segment a0 an−1 between the ﬁrst and the last point of the
...
original trajectory a . It then identiﬁes the point ai of the
original trajectory which is farthest away (w.r.t. the chosen metric) from this line segment. In case, the measured
distance violates the error threshold, the point ai is added
to the simpliﬁcation, and the algorithm then is called recursively for a0 . . . , ai and for ai+1 , . . . , an−1 . The algorithm
terminates, once for all line segments generated in the recursive calls no point aj of the original trajectory violates
the error threshold anymore. Lange et al. [15] proposed as
an alternative an iterative algorithm named Simple Section
Heuristic. The algorithm starts out by adding the oldest
...
...
point s0 of the trajectory s to the simpliﬁcation u . Then,
...
it iteratively probes the subsequent points s1 , . . . of s , until
...
it ﬁnds a point sk so that if s0 sk were part of u , it would
...
violate the error threshold, i.e., u would leave the error cor...
ridor around s . It then adds the last non-violating point
sk−1 to the simpliﬁcation. The algorithm then sets sk (in
place of s0 ) as the next starting point and iterates until all
...
points of s have been processed. Lange et al. furthermore
presented an optimized version of the algorithm named Section Heuristic by reducing the number of points that need
to be probed for violations of the error threshold during an
iteration. They observed that individual probes for points
si will be unnecessary to carry out explicitly, if a violation
of the error threshold by si implies a violation by the respectively latest point sj added to the list of points to probe. In
this case, these points si are removed from the list of points
to probe, thus reducing the time for probing in subsequent
iterations.
Cao et al. [4] and Lange et al. [15] empirically evaluate the
Douglas-Peucker algorithm and determined that for the investigated data sets its trajectory reduction eﬃciency, measured as the size of the simpliﬁed trajectory divided by
the original one, is over 90% (respectively 80%) of the efﬁciency obtained by an optimal simpliﬁcation algorithm.
Lange et al. also evaluate that their Section Heuristics algorithm has an even higher reduction eﬃciency. We decided
not to consider optimal line simpliﬁcation algorithms, since
their computational cost is much higher, while yielding only
a marginally improved reduction eﬃciency. Cao et al. determine running times, several hundred times higher for optimal line simpliﬁcation algorithms compared to the DouglasPeucker algorithm, run on trajectories of a few hundred positions.
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Figure 7: Power consumption of simpliﬁcation algorithms run on commuting data of various sizes and
with error thresholds of 50m and 200m, resp.

jectory data. These costs are proportional in the size of the
...
simpliﬁed trajectory u , additional to some overhead for initiating the trajectory update. Computing the simpliﬁcation,
on the other hand, consumes energy as well. To evaluate
these costs, and how they compare to the resulting savings
in communication costs, we plot in Figure 7 the energy consumption for computing simpliﬁcations on a Nokia N97 for
commuting trajectories of varying size. The simpliﬁcation
algorithms, the performance of which is shown in the ﬁgure
for trajectory thresholds of 50m and 200m, respectively, are
the Douglas-Peucker algorithm, and Lange et al.’s optimized
Section Heuristics algorithm.
The plotted data indicates that the energy costs for running the two algorithms on mobile phones exhibit the same
asymptotic behaviour as expected for their running time2 :
While both algorithms have a worst-case running time of
O(n2 ), i.e., quadratic in the number of timestamped positions given as input to the simpliﬁcation, they can be expected to perform better for real-world data. This has been
noted speciﬁcally for the Douglas-Peucker algorithm and
also shows in the plots. The same seems to hold —to a somewhat lesser extent— for the Section Heuristics algorithm by
Lange et al., which in our evaluations though showed to be
less eﬃcient than the Douglas-Peucker algorithm, especially
for larger inputs. Since the energy-consumptions shown for
simpliﬁcations in Figure 7 are near-line, especially for the
Douglas-Peucker algorithm, this provides evidence for that
the CPU costs invested for simplifying trajectories pay oﬀ
in the overall energy budget due to reduced costs for communicating trajectory data. Speciﬁcally this claim holds
for the N97 phone model and for the real-world trajectory
data considered, when taking into account the radio costs
for sending trajectory data on the N97, which have been
determined experimentally to be roughly 2 millijoule per
timestamped position, and assuming that timestamped positions are sent in a format of 16 bytes. Note, that most
services will enforce a more verbose data format for sending
trajectory data (e.g. for reasons of cross-platform utilization
and web-service compliance) and thus enforce a considerably

Simpliﬁcation and energy consumption.

2

Note that due to upcoming multi-core and energy-aware inphone CPU chips, the relation between runtime and energy
costs may be less strict for future mobile phone generations.

Our motivation for employing trajectory simpliﬁcation is
primarily to reduce the energy costs for communicating tra-
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been derived with the help of the Nokia Energy Proﬁler.3
The process for generating the power models is described
in [13] and the parameter values of the power models for the
Nokia N97 are described in [11].
As part of the experiments, we compare our system against
two published systems, EnTracked [11, 13] and the system of Lange et al. [15]. We also consider a dead reckoning
(DR) based location update protocol while evaluating the
performance of our system for simultaneous position and
trajectory tracking. In terms of sensor management strategies, we consider three diﬀerent versions of our system. The
ﬁrst version, periodic scheduling (PR), samples GPS measurements at ﬁxed intervals without utilizing any intelligent
sensor management strategies. We compare the above to
two versions of the system presented here: to EnTrackedT−h
which considers the distance and movement-aware sensor
management strategies to reduce the sampling of GPS measurements, and to EnTrackedT , which considers all three
sensor management strategies, i.e., also the heading-aware
strategy. In terms of trajectory simpliﬁcation, we consider
the Section Heuristic (SH) algorithm introduced by Lange
et al. [15] and the Douglas-Peucker (DP) algorithm. These
algorithms are applied separately for each version of our system.

Heading-aware
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Dead-reckoning

Distance-aware

Simple

Simple

Periodic

Trajectory
Update Protocol

Position Update
Protocol

Sensor
Management

EntrackedT Client Engine

Python

GPS

Compass

Accelerometer

Radio

Figure 8: Software architecture of the EnTrackedT
client engine
higher amount of data to be sent per timestamped position
—which results in higher energy savings achievable by simpliﬁcation, since these grow linearly with the size of the data
format for timestamped positions.

2.3

3.1

Data Collection

We consider 11 datasets in the emulation experiments.
The datasets were collected from walking, running, biking
and car driving activities undertaken by diﬀerent users. The
datasets that were considered in the evaluation are summarized in Table 1 together with statistics about the number
of GPS, accelerometer and compass measurements in the
individual datasets. The overall duration summed over all
datasets is around 11.5 hours and the data contains over
23, 500 GPS measurements.

System Architecture

We have implemented the client part of EnTrackedT in
Python for S60 based on a layered architecture as depicted
in Figure 8. From a high-level view there are two layers: a
strategy and protocol layer and a client engine layer. In the
strategy and protocol layer diﬀerent protocols and strategies can be plugged-into the system. The client engine layer
deals with the system logic and platform integration. The
platform integration represents a device that is capable of
sending radio packets, providing GPS positions, compass
measurements and acceleration measurements and therefore
allows the integration either to make use of the speciﬁc hardware on a phone or to read in measurement logs to perform
emulation. The client engine also provides an on-device API
that applications can use to request position or trajectory
tracking. The EnTrackedT server is implemented in Java on
top of an OSGI engine as part of the PerPos Platform [8]. It
provides a Service API that applications can use to request
tracking.

Table 1: Summary statistics of the datasets used in
the emulation experiments.

Biking
Driving
Running

3.

EMULATION EXPERIMENTS

To assess the impact of the diﬀerent sensor management
strategies and trajectory updating protocols on the power
consumption and position error, we have conducted a set of
emulation experiments using datasets that have been collected from real life situations. In the experiments we vary
the trajectory and positioning error thresholds that are used
for tracking, and we use power models for sensors in a Nokia
N97 device to estimate the power consumption of the system under diﬀerent conﬁgurations. In the evaluation we
consider power models for (i) diﬀerent phone sensors (GPS,
accelerometer and compass), (ii) data transmission over 3G
connectivity and (iii) CPU load. The power models have

Walking
Total

# GPS

#Acc.

#Comp.

630
975
2240
5129
3068
388
148
2049
3423
3266
2329
23645

131178
113732
208816
233002
132704
116016
54846
165260
164184
152012
107338
1579088

31204
27050
49667
55163
31444
27599
13046
39268
38824
35962
25412
374639

Duration
(hr.)
0.95
0.83
1.52
1.69
0.97
0.84
0.40
1.20
1.23
1.10
0.78
11.50

Each dataset was collected by a single user who was given
a Nokia N97 mobile phone that was conﬁgured to log GPS
3

Our current implementation of the system uses Python
APIs to measure instantaneous power consumption on Nokia
S60 devices, including the N97.
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to the original EnTracked system. This is overcome by EnTrackedT due to the heading-aware strategy, making it the
least power consuming of all evaluated systems. Finally,
similarly to the trajectory tracking case, the results indicate
no diﬀerences in power consumption for the two trajectory
simpliﬁcation algorithms.
The results of the power consumption analysis thus indicate that our system EnTrackedT is able to provide substantial power savings for tracking the trajectory of the user.
Moreover, the results indicate that the highest savings can
be obtained when all of the sensor management strategies
are combined with one of the trajectory simpliﬁcation algorithms.

(1 Hz), accelerometer (38 Hz) and compass (10 Hz) measurements onto the phone’s memory card.4 In addition, the
user carried a high precision u-blox LEA-5H GPS receiver
that sampled SBAS corrected GPS measurements at a rate
of 4 Hz. The measurements of the u-blox GPS receiver were
used as ground-truth of the user’s location in the experiments and we manually inspected the measurements to ensure they followed the actual path of the user. Timestamps
in GPS measurements were used to match the ground-truth
values with the sensor data collected from the phone. As the
GPS values are sampled at discrete intervals, the matching
contains some inaccuracies that can cause errors in the position values. The magnitude of these errors depends on the
velocity of the user and in our case the maximal error is
around 4 meters when the user is traveling with a velocity
of 120 km/h. However, since most of our data was collected
with signiﬁcantly slower velocities, the error caused by the
matching process can thus be safely ignored in the evaluation.

3.3

Robustness of Tracking

We ﬁrst consider the average power consumption of the
diﬀerent systems for trajectory tracking with varying trajectory thresholds ET rajectory . The results of this comparison
are shown in Fig. 9(a) where the averaging is done over all
datasets. From the results we can observe that the baseline
systems, i.e., EnTracked and the system of Lange et al., consistently consume more power than our system variants. The
power consumption of the former systems varies from over
450mW for a 25 meter threshold to 305mW for a 200 meter threshold. The main reason for their worse performance
is that they utilize a dead reckoning protocol for sending
location updates. Consequently, they implicitly couple trajectory tracking with position tracking and therefore cannot
support diﬀering thresholds for the two tasks. The periodic
sampling strategy (PR) mainly consumes power for sampling
the GPS receiver and it has a relatively constant power consumption proﬁle at around 288mW. The power consumption
of our system variants is consistently lower. EnTrackedT−h
and EnTrackedT perform almost identically for larger error
thresholds (135mW and 124mW). However, with smaller
trajectory error thresholds, the inclusion of the headingaware strategy provides substantial power savings compared
to the EnTrackedT−h system (255mW and 155mW). With
regards to trajectory simpliﬁcation algorithms, the power
consumption of the Section Heuristic (SH) and the DouglasPeucker (DP) algorithms is practically identical.
The tracking of the user’s trajectory often needs to be
combined with the tracking of the user’s position with some
error threshold, EP osition . Figure 9(b) shows how the power
consumption of the diﬀerent systems varies for the case where
trajectory tracking is combined with position tracking using a 1000 meter error threshold. As both EnTracked and
the system of Lange et al. perform position tracking by default, their power consumption is identical to the trajectory
tracking case. The performance of the periodic sampling
strategy (PR) is practically identical, though the position
tracking slightly increases power consumption (≈ 10 mW).
The main diﬀerence in the results is that the performance of
the EnTrackedT−h system decreases signiﬁcantly when position tracking is requested and becomes essentially identical

The use of intelligent sensor management strategies and
trajectory simpliﬁcation algorithms potentially reduces the
accuracy of the tracked trajectories and positions. Each
simpliﬁcation obeys a prescribed error threshold, but only
w.r.t. the original tracked trajectory. Thus, simpliﬁcation
may increase the deviations of the tracked trajectory from
the ground truth. To assess the signiﬁcance of these errors,
we next consider how often the diﬀerent systems exceed the
given trajectory and position error thresholds w.r.t. ground
truth. To estimate these errors, we compare the groundtruth trajectories with the simpliﬁed trajectories by esti...
→
p and u (ai .t); see Secmating the distance5 between ai .−
tion 2.2.
We ﬁrst consider the robustness of the diﬀerent systems for trajectory tracking with varying trajectory
thresholds. The results of this comparison are illustrated in
Fig. 10(a). From the results we can observe that the periodic sampling strategy (PR) and the system of Lange et
al. are able to provide the most robust tracking of the user’s
trajectories. These systems sample GPS measurements frequently which helps them to provide better robustness with
the expense of higher power consumption. When the error
threshold is 25 meters, all systems perform relatively poorly
with error percentages between 18 and 33. The performance
of the EnTracked system is relatively stable and its error
percentage varies between 10 and 15 percent when the error
threshold is 50 meters or above. The performance of the
EnTrackedT−h system is closely related to the performance
of the best systems and consistently better than the performance of the original EnTracked system. However, the error
percentage of the EnTrackedT system is relatively high when
the requested error threshold is small. As the error threshold
increases, the performance of EnTrackedT improves and becomes closely related to the most robust systems. In terms
of line simpliﬁcation algorithms, the Douglas-Peucker (DP)
algorithm is able to provide slightly better performance than
the Section Heuristic algorithm.
Figure 10(b) compares the robustness of the diﬀerent systems when trajectory tracking is combined with position
tracking with the position threshold of 1000 meters. As
the periodic sampling strategy (PR), the system of Lange
et al. and EnTracked have been designed for position tracking, their performance remains identical to the trajectory
tracking case. The performance of EnTrackedT−h remains
closely related to the best systems when the error threshold
is within 50 meters whereas the EnTrackedT system provides better performance when the error threshold is higher.

4
Note, that the writing to the memory card causes negligible
energy costs, see [13].

5
We use a variant of Vincenty’s algorithm [24] to estimate
the geodesic distance between two locations.
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threshold ET rajectory when position error EP osition is requested to be within 1000 meters.
Figure 9: Comparison of power consumption for trajectory tracking (left) and for simultaneous trajectory
and position tracking.
More interestingly, in terms of line simpliﬁcation algorithms,
the Section Heuristic algorithm provides signiﬁcant improvements in robustness over the Douglas-Peucker (DP) algorithm. The reason for this is that the ﬁnite buﬀer length
that is required to enable position tracking causes problems
for the Douglas-Peucker algorithm.
The results indicate a clear trade-oﬀ between tracking robustness and power consumption. The best trade-oﬀ between robustness and power consumption is obtained with
the EnTrackedT−h and EnTrackedT systems even if they are
not as robust as some of the other systems. The results also
indicate that the optimal sensor management strategy can
depend on the accuracy requirements of the target application. In particular, our results suggest that the EnTrackedT system should be used in situations where the error
thresholds are relatively small (e.g., ≤ 50 meters) and the
EnTrackedT−h system should only be used when the error
thresholds are suﬃciently large.

3.5

Movement Speciﬁc Power Consumption

To illustrate the eﬀect of transportation mode on power
consumption, we plot average power consumption of EnTrackedT combined with the Douglas-Peucker (DP) algorithm for biking, driving, running and walking in Figure 12
with ET rajectory = 50 meters and with no motion tracking.
Here, the average is taken over all users having the same
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Avg. Total Power Consumption [W]

3.4

trajectory buﬀer overﬂow occurs. EnTrackedT−h combined
with trajectory simpliﬁcation decreases power requirement
by using the distance-aware and the movement-aware strategies. The EnTrackedT strategy further decreases the use of
GPS by using the heading-aware strategy.

In addition to the overall power requirement statistics,
knowledge of energy consumption of individual sensors contributing to the overall power gives us interesting insights to
the strategies. In Figure 11, we show a break-down of average power consumption into background, radio, GPS, accelerometer and compass power consumptions for emulation
experiments with ET rajectory = 50 meters and without the
requirement of position tracking. It can be seen that getting
position estimations using GPS contributes a large percentage of the overall power and judicious use of GPS is essential
in case of energy saving. EnTracked as well as, system by
Lange et al. do not decouple position tracking from trajectory tracking and suﬀer from radio usage while transmitting
data to a remote server. The periodic strategy combined
with trajectory simpliﬁcation (DP) saves power by minimal
usage of radio. Positions are transmitted only when internal
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Figure 11: Breakdown of average power consumption with respect to the individual sensors.
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trajectory threshold with position tracking enabled.
Figure 10: Comparison of average position error in case of trajectory tracking (left) and for simultaneous
trajectory and positioning tracking.
mobile phones, both conﬁgured with a trajectory threshold of 50 meters. Similarly to the emulation discussed in
the previous section, we consider two versions of our system, EnTrackedT−h , which uses only the movement-aware
and distance-aware sensor management strategies, and EnTrackedT , which uses all three sensor management strategies
proposed in Sec. 2. We deployed each version on one Nokia
N97 device together with Python S60 and the Nokia Energy Proﬁler. Both phones had the same ﬁrmware versions
and they were not in private use. The deployment used the
same implementation of the client as the emulations, only
this time location information was obtained from the internal GPS, compass and accelerometer of the mobile phone
and the devices’ 3G radio was used for data transmissions.

transportation mode during data gathering. The ﬁgure indicates maximum power saving when traveling by car which
is due to the motion of a car being generally tied to the
road network and having a relatively stable heading compared to other transportation modes. Moreover, a car is
often required to stop at traﬃc lights or to slowly drive in
a queue. The frequent stoppage and steady heading cause
accelerometer and compass to be more active than the GPS
which results in the highest power savings. The energy consumption is worst in case of running datasets. As the phone
shakes continuously during running, the accelerometer and
compass can not eﬀectively switch oﬀ the GPS. The biking
is similar to the case of traveling by a car with less stopping time. However, the Figure 12 shows a considerable
amount of accelerometer usage as the biking data gathering
included a 10 minute stopping time. In case of walking the
use of compass is least as the heading changes frequently.

4.

Avg. Total Power Consumption [W]

0.25

REAL WORLD DEPLOYMENT

The results of the emulation demonstrate that our system
can enable robust and accurate tracking of the user’s trajectories while at the same time reducing the battery consumption caused by collecting position information. However, real
world settings contain numerous external factors that can inﬂuence the power consumption of a mobile device and that
cannot be reliably taking into account in emulations. For
example, the surrounding environment of the user, the load
of the mobile network and the distance to the currently connected cell tower can inﬂuence the power consumption. To
demonstrate that our system can support trajectory tracking also in real world conditions, this section presents initial
results from a small deployment of the system that focused
on monitoring the trajectories of a mobile user during walking and driving activities.
We deployed two versions of our system for Nokia N97
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Figure 12: Average power consumption and break
down of power in case of EnTrackedT , DP with respect to movement styles.
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Figure 13: Power consumption and positioning error for the deployed tracking systems.
stead. On average EnTrackedT uses 0.09 watt compared to
0.27 watt for EnTrackedT−h during walking. During driving EnTrackedT uses 0.17 watt compared to 0.29 watt for
EnTrackedT−h . The higher power consumption of EnTrackedT in the driving case is due to the higher speed which
faster invalidates the orthogonal distance threshold used by
the heading-aware strategy.
Figures 13(c) and 13(d) show the power consumption and
the real positioning error of the two systems. The real positioning error is calculated with regards to the collected
ground truth. Similarly to Figures 13(a) and 13(b), we can
observe the lowered power consumption resulting from the
use of the heading-aware strategy throughout the experiment. We can also observe how a decrease in error often
correlates with higher energy usage as the GPS is used. If
we consider the error plot for the driving data, the 90 percentile is 50.3 meters which matches the given error threshold, however, there are a few violations of the threshold due
to both erroneous GPS ﬁxes and places where the car made
sharp turns. The error plot for the walking data is a bit
better with an 90 percentile error of 44.3 meters and only
one major violation which is due to a single erroneous GPS
ﬁx.
From these results we can conclude that also in a real deployment the proposed sensor management strategies and
trajectory update protocols can save power and provide robust tracking of trajectories. Compared to the emulation
the initial deployment results also provides indications for
power savings comparing EnTrackedT−h and EnTrackedT .
In the deployment the consumption of EnTrackedT was a
bit lower for the walking experiment and a bit higher for

The clients also logged their internal state during the experiments. Other client settings were kept the same as described in the previous sections of the paper. We used the
deployment to conduct two ﬁeld experiments within the city
of Aarhus in Denmark. Both experiments were carried out
by a single person who went around the city with two N97
phones, one running EnTrackedT−h and the other running
EnTrackedT . The person also carried a high-precision u-blox
LEA-5H GPS receiver which was used to collect groundtruth data using the method described in the previous section. In the ﬁrst experiment the test participant walked a
one kilometer route and in the second experiment the participant drove a 12 kilometer (8 miles) route in a car. Before
starting the experiment, we started the Nokia Energy Proﬁler on both devices and conﬁgured the proﬁler to monitor
the corresponding EnTracked client. When the route was
ﬁnished, the Energy Proﬁler was stopped and the trace ﬁles
were exported from the phone.
To demonstrate that the heading-aware strategy, described
in Section 2.1.1, saves power also when deployed on a real
phone, Figures 13(a) and 13(b) compare the power consumption of EnTrackedT−h and EnTrackedT during a part of
the experiment where EnTrackedT was using the headingaware strategy. From the plots we can observe that the
distance-aware strategy used by EnTrackedT−h has to schedule GPS positions all the time to comply to the 50 meter
error threshold because of movement speed and GPS uncertainty. Therefore the power consumption is always above
0.2 watt. On the other hand, EnTrackedT repeatedly uses
the heading-aware strategy which means that the GPS can
be switched oﬀ and the less consuming compass is used in-
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the driving experiment. These diﬀerence are due to diﬀerences in the amount of turns and for the driving experiment
there were no queues or stops as in the emulation data.

5.
5.1

tracking together which limits the applicability of the system. Furthermore, their system does not address lowering
the power consumption of sensing.
To support the collection of trajectory data Kim et al. [9]
propose to use place sensing to start and stop trajectory collection by observing when a target leaves and enters places,
e.g., to remove the start and stop buttons of sport trackers. However, their system SensLoc does not propose any
strategies that can lower the power consumption of trajectory tracking; the ideas presented in this paper could enable
SensLoc to do so. A middleware named StarTrack [1] for
trajectory manipulation and comparison has been proposed
which provides an API to ease the development of trajectory
based applications. StarTreck, though, does not address how
to energy eﬃciently collect trajectories. Therefore, EnTrackedT could be used to energy eﬃciently collect trajectories,
which then can be manipulated and compared using either
StarTrack or a moving object database system.

RELATED WORK
Energy-Efﬁcient Location Tracking

Existing systems for the energy-eﬃcient tracking of a mobile device, such as EnTracked [13], typically focus on sensor management strategies, e.g., for optimizing sensor duty
cycles by selecting sensors with a low power consumption
whenever possible. The RAPS systems focuses on position
tracking in urban areas [20]. The underlying motivation in
RAPS is that GPS positioning tends to be inaccurate and
often unavailable in urban areas. To reduce power consumption, the system uses GSM information to predict whether
GPS information is likely to be inaccurate and other positioning methods that are less accurate in general but more
energy-eﬃcient are used during these periods. The system also reduces power consumption by using a movementaware sensor management strategy and by using Bluetooth
to share positions among neighboring peers. Another related system is a-Loc [16], which targets energy-eﬃcient location tracking with dynamic accuracy requirements in mobile search applications where the required accuracy depends
on the spatial density of search results. Zhuang et al. [26]
study the problem of energy usage when several locationbased applications are running at the same time and how
to adapt behavior in low battery situations. They propose
to use four techniques to address the problems which they
name substitution, suppression, piggybacking and adaptation.
In comparison to earlier work, the sensor management
strategies and location updating protocols presented in this
paper signiﬁcantly reduce battery consumption by taking
advantage of regularities in the user’s movement patterns to
reduce the need for sampling power hungry sensors and to
trigger location updates.

5.2

6.

CONCLUSIONS

The primary contribution of this paper are the novel sensor management strategies and trajectory update protocols
that can track the trajectories of mobile devices robustly
and energy-eﬃciently. For instance, for trajectory tracking
we propose a sensor management strategy that uses compass
measurements to sense the trajectory and continuously and
energy-eﬃciently evaluates the necessity to use the GPS. We
power proﬁle trajectory simpliﬁcation algorithms and trajectory uploading to design energy eﬃcient trajectory update
protocols. We extended the system EnTracked with the proposed strategies and protocols to form a uniﬁed framework
EnTrackedT for position and trajectory tracking.
The results of our emulation show that the proposed methods are able to lower the energy consumption on the mobile
device considerably and remain robust even when faced with
diﬀerent types of transportation modes. These results were
rechecked in an initial real-world deployment where mobile
phones were energy-eﬃciently tracked in an urban environment during walking and driving. The general conclusions
from this work is that savings in power can be achieved when
designing systems with direct control over trajectory sensing
on mobile devices.
In our ongoing work we pursue the following goals: First,
for better positioning support in metropolitan areas apply
the proposed methods and ﬁndings to other positioning technologies such as location ﬁngerprinting [10] and consider
duty cycling the GPS when in low accuracy areas. Second,
consider the ideas of Lin et al. [16] for how to use acceleration patterns to estimate speed. Third, propose methods
which automatically determine the parameters of our device
model for new devices.
Another potential extension of the system EnTrackedT
are sensor management strategies which adaptively switch
in low-accuracy GPS environments, e.g. urban areas, to
positioning means other than GPS. However, one drawback
of these is that they require learning of, e.g., the relationship
between acceleration patterns and velocity or positioning
accuracy for a location. For the later case this might not be
so big a problem as systems may beneﬁt from ﬁngerprinting
accuracy also for further reasons [14].

Trajectory Monitoring

Previous work on system support for handling trajectories
includes work on collection and simpliﬁcation of trajectories
and middleware and database abstractions for representing,
querying and processing trajectory data. A large number of
related results have been obtained within the ﬁeld of moving object databases [7]. For the representation of trajectories usually piecewise-linear curves in space and time are
assumed. Alternative representations, though, such as by by
probability functions and by non-linear functions have been
discussed to reﬂect the uncertainty inherent in monitoring
motion as well as the non-linearity of motion[21, 23, 2, 3].
Furthermore, various models and algorithms for the simpliﬁcation of trajectories and their impacts on the accuracy of
query results and data derived from trajectories, have been
proposed [4, 17, 2]. Wolfson et al. [25] were the ﬁrst to
show how motion status data can be used in position update protocols to save costs for communicating motion data
incrementally. Lange et al. [15] present a system for trajectory tracking which allows to simplify the trajectory directly
on the mobile device. In contrast to the work listed above,
Lange et al. consider and evaluate the beneﬁts of trajectory
simpliﬁcation for the cost reduction for communicating motion data. However, their system ties position and trajectory
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